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DOUBLE KALOS

Devon&Devon presents the second product of the partnership launched in 2019 with a
grand protagonist of international architecture and design: for the company that has been
the symbol of classic-contemporary home design for thirty years, Massimo Iosa Ghini has
designed Double Kalos, a double basin with mirror that offers a modern take on sophisticated
retro inspirations.
Inspired by the theme of the couple, the design of Double Kalos seamlessly combines two
individual Kalos basins (previewed at Cersaie 2019), their circular mirrors also merging to
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generate a brand new balanced shape. The large double mirror that follows the profile of
the basins is installed directly on the wall, for optimum cleaning and maintenance.
“Double Kalos - explains Massimo Iosa Ghini - is a particularly effective example of how to
translate functionality into beauty. The harmony of its design was possible also thanks to the
ability of Devon&Devon to use innovative materials that are particularly suitable for complex
projects”. The body of Double Kalos, is in White Tec, a composite material exclusively
designed and produced for Devon&Devon to guarantee maximum impact resistance and
compliance with the highest quality and sustainability standards
The concept of the Kalos collection is based on the observation of the botanical world:
the aesthetic of the column-mounted basins evokes the inviting, winding shapes of flower
petals, designed by nature to draw dew towards their centre and stem.
On request, the mirror can be backlit with LED light sources which, following the profile,
underline the exclusivity of its design.

Massimo Iosa Ghini
Founder of Iosa Ghini Associati, an architecture and design company with offices in Bologna,
Milan and Miami, Massimo Iosa Ghini develops international design projects with a close
eye on sustainability, including the People Mover electric transport system in Bologna, the
concept of Starhotels E.CH.O. and the Ferrari Stores all over the world. Author of important
residential designs developed for Oko Group, CMC Group and Prelios Sgr, Iosa Ghini was
named Ambassador of Italian Design, of the Red Dot Network and Active Member of
Leonardo, the Italian Quality Committee. In 2015 he received the Marconi Award for Creativity.

Devon&Devon
Founded in Florence in 1989, Devon&Devon produces exclusive collections for the home
and bathroom, supplying them around the world: their timeless style renews and reinterprets
the best of 20th century European tradition and design. Created by an internal team with the
collaboration of some of the greatest designers, all Devon&Devon products are designed
to offer the best solutions to meet the needs of their customers, as well as professionals in
the architecture and contract furnishing fields, for whom the company offers an exclusive
tailormade design service.
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